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DAVID DUNNICO is a documentary
photographer from Manchester.
He is widely published and
works on carefully researched,
long-term self initiated projects.
His exhibitions have included
Memento Mori (Salford Art
Gallery 2007) which looked at
Victorian notions of loss and
mourning rituals “in a way that
is infused with romance” –
Manchester Evening News, 
and Sold Out (Kiosk Gallery
2008) which featured ironic
“Subversive photography which
examined the sinister undertones
of advertising” – Metro News.

© 2009 Words, photographs
and design by David Dunnico.
This project is dedicated to Sue
Gwyer. With thanks to: RedEye,
John Perivolaris and Christian
Payne, Olympus UK  and the
various press officers and staff
who helped me get access to
the control rooms.

A few years ago, almost by accident, I started
noticing (and photographing) Closed Circuit Tel-
evision cameras. Today it can be hard to take
photographs in a British city without catching
(and being caught by) a CCTV camera. At the
same time, it has become harder to take photo-
graphs in the city without someone trying to stop
you or question your motives – not because
they’re interested – but because they have been
told to be scared. Some are scared of terrorists,
some of paedophiles and some think photogra-
phers could be either. A few people are scared of
CCTV cameras, which they see as evidence of a

‘surveillance state’. 

The year I decided I had enough pictures of sur-
veillance cameras, was by chance, the 60th an-
niversary of George Orwell’s novel ‘Nineteen
Eighty-Four’. Whilst taking the pictures, I have
been told I was not allowed to by police; thrown
out of shopping centres by security guards, and
asked what I was doing by members of the public.
A few organisations even let me take photos of
their CCTV control rooms.

I don’t see CCTV as proof that “Big Brother is
watching you”, but I do see its’ ubiquity as evi-
dence that panaceas are being offered up and to
some extent accepted. Acceptance is a terrible
thing and a prerequisite for the kind of society
Orwell described. 

Although Nineteen Eighty-Four’s telescreens are
it’s strongest image and might be thought of hav-
ing the most resonance for a photographer, for
many who photograph real life, the most pre-
scient idea in the book is ‘doublethink’:

“The power of holding two contradictory 
beliefs in one’s mind simultaneously and 
accepting both of them.” 

The public can accept being constantly filmed by
CCTV and yet object to being photographed by
another member of the public. 

If CCTV is not a conspiracy, then it is all about
contradictions and cock-ups, which is a pretty fair
description of what our society is based on.

*“It was a bright cold day in April, and the clocks were striking thirteen.” The opening line of Nineteen Eighty-Four by George Orwell.

When no one was looking we became the most watched country on earth

the clock struck thirteen*

5The propoganda of paranoia: Police poster telling the public to report people showing an interest in CCTV (oops!)

3 Front Cover: Manchester City Council CCTV camera and advertising hoarding for the mobile phone network 3
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There may be over 4 million Closed Circuit
Television cameras in the United Kingdom.
No one actually knows. The figure was an

informed guess, made in 2002, by academics
Clive Norris and Michael McCahill. They counted
the number of cameras on two busy London
streets and extrapolated this to come up with the
figure. The guesstimate has stuck and may even
underestimate the total. In 2009, a reporter from
The Times counted the cameras on a typical
commute and averaged one camera every 18 me-
tres.1If there are 4 million cameras, it amounts to
one for every 14 people. Whatever the figure, no
one seems to be disputing that we have become
the most routinely watched nation on earth. 

The Home Office and police forces are actually
looking at ways of coming up with a more accu-
rate figure. Not because they are concerned that
there are too many cameras, but because they
want to know every possible source of footage.
Actual numbers aside, cameras are everywhere;
on the street, in shops, banks, schools, homes –
they are even being driven about in vans and
stuck on traffic warden’s hats. Because they are
everywhere, CCTV is the most visible part of what
along with DNA databases, ID cards and the rest,
has become known as the ‘surveillance society’. 

The end of the cold war has not made us feel
safer. The threat of a nuclear winter has been de-
frosted by global warming. Terrorists with beards
have replaced terrorists with Irish accents (quite
a lot of whom also had beards). Everything has
changed, but we are still the same. There is still
doubt in the future; we are still cynical about our
leaders. Ours is a nation ill at ease with itself*. 

In his BBC TV series ‘The Power of Nightmares’2

(2004), Adam Curtis described how politicians,
“promised to create a better world”. When they
could not deliver, people lost faith in them. Politi-
cians found a new way to keep their authority by

“promising to protect us from nightmares”. 

Although Curtis was concerned with the ‘war on
terror’, an unholy trinity of night terrors – crime,
paedophiles and economic collapse, keeps the
paranoia bubbling. No wonder  the British Secu-
rity Industry Association believes: “Effective se-
curity is imperative during economic instability.”3

Hanging tough: Crime and cameras 
The government and the police see CCTV as one
of their main weapons in the fight against crime.
Spending on CCTV accounted for 78% of the
Home Office’s Crime Prevention budget in the
1990s.4 So far £500 million has been spent on
public systems alone. Unfortunately CCTV is not
as effective in reducing crime as is popularly
thought. Detective Chief Inspector Mick Neville,
head of the Visual Images, Identifications and
Detections Office at New Scotland Yard, reckons,

“Only 3 per cent of crimes were solved by CCTV.”5

The Detective Chief Inspector is not being anti-
CCTV – he is arguing more advanced equipment.

If it can’t stop the crime from happening, it can
be a useful way of getting evidence after a crime
has been committed. The Brixton Nail Bomber, a
paranoid neo-Nazi who killed three people in
1999, was caught thanks to the magic of (closed
circuit) television. However the police had to
trawl through 4,000 hours of footage on 1,097
separate tapes to find the clues to identify him. 
Sometimes even clear images are not enough.
The Daily Mail in one of it’s regular surveillance
scare stories, reported with gleeful outrage how
a thief was still at large despite being caught on
CCTV stealing a CCTV camera.6 Sky News re-
counted a separate case of how: 

one | Where did all these cameras come from?

paranoia and panopticons

*John Major the Conservative Prime Minister from 1990 to 1997 said his aim was to make Britain “a nation at ease with itself”.
It was later revealed whilst calling for a “back to basics” moral dimension to politics, he was getting back-to-basics with Edwina Currie.

Speakers and camera, London5

5Police at Labour Party Conference, Manchester 2006

            

   



“Britain’s Thickest Thief” picked a Manchester
shop to burgle (the shop sold CCTV equipment).
He was filmed breaking in by 8 different cameras.7

They did concede that Britain’s thickest thief was
still eluding Britain’s third largest police force. 

One case from 1993 where CCTV was decisive
was the abduction of toddler James Bulger from
a Liverpool shopping centre. At first it was as-
sumed he had been taken by a predatory pae-
dophile, but CCTV footage showed his abductors
to be two other children. This one case did a lot
to influence the current public acceptance of
CCTV, but it has to be stressed that tragically, it
did not prevent Bulger from being murdered. In
the wake of the killing, the then Home Secretary
invited public bodies to bid in a £2 million com-
petition for new street CCTV systems. They were
inundated with 480 entries. 

You shop, we watch: CCTV in retail
CCTV is popularly thought of as a response to ris-
ing violent crime and anti-social behaviour. Being
anti-social can be a thirsty business. Some police
forces now insist pubs and clubs install cameras
as a condition of them supporting the renewal of
licenses. But the rise of CCTV is actually bound
up with the rise of consumerism and is most
often used to protect property, not people. 

Since the 1960s stores have used CCTV to watch
for shoplifters. Today, supermarkets greet you at
their door with a security guard at a CCTV moni-
toring station and a screen displaying a furtive
looking you.

Tags attached to goods are a cheap (and getting
cheaper) defence against customers stealing, but
there is more CCTV than ever and it is getting
ever more sophisticated. The systems in most
supermarkets have little in common with the
small fuzzy black and white screens of the local
off-licence. CCTV can ‘talk’ to other security

measures. In 2003 Tesco attached RFID (Radio
Frequency Identification) tags to razor blades
(one of the most stolen items from supermar-
kets). The tags triggered CCTV filming of who-
ever picked them up.8

All this technology is not just there to check up
on the customers. ADT is a major supplier of se-
curity equipment. On their website they say: 

“Internal shrinkage [staff stealing stock] is a
major problem for the retail sector. By using
CCTV cameras to monitor cashier activity,
these losses can be significantly reduced.”

The cameras point at the people working the
checkouts, every transaction is recorded and soft-
ware links it with information from the till. ADT
go on to say their point of sale systems provide:

“Irrefutable proof of who sold what, to whom,
at what price and when. Reports are then
generated, providing powerful tools to elimi-
nate fraud, collusion, sweethearting*, refund
abuse and cash theft”.9

In America at least, staff convincingly beat
shoplifters by doing nearly 47% of the thieving,
whilst shoplifters managed just under 32%.10

Most shoppers realise as they collect points with
a swipe of their loyalty card, the store is collecting
valuable information about their habits, which
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*Checkout staff colluding with a customer to give them unauthorized free goods or discounts etc.

5Meat is one of the most stolen items from supermarkets (Asda)

staff convincingly beat shoplifters by doing nearly 47% of the thieving

“ ”

CCTV is replacing cigarette machines
in pubs and becoming a condition for
police support of license renewals

Tesco Express store 

5

5



they use to get them to part with more cash the
next time they visit. CCTV too is gathering infor-
mation, not just to protect stock, but also to shift
stock. This is where stores’ involvement in the
surveillance society goes way beyond CCTV. Cru-
cible, one of the biggest databases in the UK is
operated by Dunnhumby, largely owned by Tesco.

Verint, a US company who style themselves, “the
global leader in actionable intelligence solu-
tions®”    explain how their systems can be used
to tell stores which departments customers vis-
ited, how long they spent there, and even how
long they spent looking at a particular display.
Footage of customers wandering around trying
to find where the sugar has moved to is analysed
by retail research specialists. 

One such company called ‘Shopper Insights’
claim their ‘Shopper Check’ service:

“Identifies the specific retail factors which are
inhibiting your brand sales in your retail 
accounts.”11

As well as large, ceiling mounted cameras whose
very visibility reminds shopper and staff alike that
they better behave, small, sometimes covert,
cameras can be fitted to shelves. These can either
protect the most pilferable items, or gather infor-
mation on what level of shelf gets the most eye
contact – information that supermarkets can use
to charge suppliers more for placing products in
prime locations. Supermarkets will even sell you
your own surveillance system. In 2009, you could
stock up on fruit, veg and CCTV cameras at Aldi. 

Every home should have one
Like sensor controlled security lights and burglar
alarms before them, off-the-shelf CCTV is on 
the shelves at B&Q and is finding it’s way into
the home aided by miniaturisation, falling prices,
wireless installation and paranoia.

The British Crime Survey found that less than half
of the public believed the police and councils
could deal with anti-social behaviour.12 So house-
holders are doing it for themselves. Police in
Wrexham are helping out with the DIY by giving
out cameras subsidised by electronic retailer
Maplin.13 CCTV is peeping out from behind the
net curtains and is being used by some Neigh-
bourhood Watch schemes. 

As in supermarkets, where CCTV has gone be-
yond its original purpose of catching shoplifters,
in the home it is not just used to keep intruders
out, but it can check on a real or imagined

‘enemy within’. The shrinking technology that
makes it possible to fit cameras to traffic war-
den’s hats, has made the ‘nanny cam’ possible –
tiny hidden cameras spy on au-pairs, cleaners or
partners. These can be monitored remotely over
the internet like a web cam. One company will
rent you a camera with the slogan: “A hidden
camera, the best character reference you can
get”.14 And, as if to assuage the conscience of any
concerned, liberal, au-pair employer, they men-
tion in their publicity how professional carers
might positively welcome such an opportunity to
demonstrate the quality of care they provide.

Domestic installations (as long as they don’t look
into next door’s conservatory) are largely exempt
from data protection laws and the need to warn
miscreants they are being filmed. But much is
made of the deterrent effect of people knowing
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Manchester, sign in an area where
students live

Dummy CCTV cameras being sold
in Woolworth’s closing down sale

5

5Cornwall, the owners probably debated on stone lions or cameras 
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a hidden camera, the best character reference you can get
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they are being watched, so some householders
advertise their security measures with surveil-
lance warning signs. Some cost conscious
householders do away with the camera and just
have the sign, claiming a (well) ‘hidden camera’. 
CCTV is becoming a must-have feature of social
housing schemes. Some providers even let resi-
dents watch it on their own T.V. ‘Your Homes’
which runs council housing in Newcastle, had to
end the entertainment when they realised you
could pop in a video tape and record the action,
possibly breaching data protection laws.15

Willow Park Housing Trust uses 200 cameras to
watch over the former council estate of Wythen-
shawe in Manchester. In a survey of residents
about 85% of respondents said they were satis-
fied with their combined CCTV and Concierge
service.16 One operator said residents would be

“up in arms” if the cameras went.17

There is no doubt that many people, particularly
those in poorer areas, are worried about crime
and believe what they have been told about CCTV.
Poorer people are more likely to be the victims of
crime. Ann McKechin, Labour MP for Glasgow
North, in moving a 10-minute rule bill on extra
regulation for CCTV, said:

“Time and again, my constituents make the 
request for CCTV coverage in areas where
vandalism, theft, drug dealing or violence
have repeatedly occurred”.18

Class war: CCTV in schools
With all this vandalism, theft and drug dealing
going on, schools are now installing their own
systems to catch pupils chewing gum, smoking
behind the bike sheds and bringing guns to
school. One specialist supplier called ‘Class-
watch’ supplies Crown Prosecution Service ap-
proved evidence bags with their systems, to store
the incriminating dimps in. As ever, the use of
CCTV has moved on from security to sillyness. 

In March 2009, four schools in Salford installed
cameras in classes to record how teachers per-
formed.19 Heads could deliver instant verdicts to
the teachers via an earpiece. In a survey by the
Association of Teachers and Lecturers,20 some 
25% of the members believed there were hidden
cameras in their school – suspicion seems to fol-
low surveillance everywhere it goes. Meanwhile,
pupils get on with making their own mobile
phone surveillance available on YouTube.

Since the introduction of tuition fees, a university
education has become more of a financial trans-
action – students buy a course – universities
compete for ‘customers’. Just as enclosed shop-
ping malls appeal to shoppers with the promise
of security, in its’ advertising Newcastle Univer-
sity promises “Campus-wide CCTV”21 to reassure
parents that their investment will be kept safe. 
I approached one university to ask permission to
photograph their CCTV control room. They said
no, which was not too unusual, but cited the
large number of bicycle thefts on campus as a
reason for not allowing me access. Perhaps they
need some more CCTV?22

The ability of CCTV to reduce crime (or improve
exam results) is far from proven. Despite all the
technology and all the money spent on it, crime
has continued to rise. In 2002, a Home Office
funded research study found that CCTV had little
effect on the number of crimes being commit-
ted.23 If this is so, even non-critical observers
might ask if this is the best way to spend money?

“ ”
you might ask if this is the best way to spend the money?

University of Manchester camera

Sign in a Manchester shop, perhaps
the signwriter should have paid
more attention at school

5

6

5Sign of the time?



The rise of CCTV has been contemporane-
ous with the rise of the ‘consumer city’ and
the formation of what some would describe

as an ‘underclass’. Shopping has become the
number one pastime for the British. Even in a re-
cession, when the going gets tough – the tough
go shopping. Large parts of our cities have been
given over to retail, finance and leisure. Those
who do not have the money or inclination to be
good consumers are not wanted in city centres.
Shops’ surveillance systems and those run by
local councils (or often on their behalf by private
contractors) are being integrated into ‘shop
watch’ schemes where undesirables can be fol-
lowed from one shop along streets to other
shops, where the security staff are waiting to
meet and greet. 

City centres have in some cases become private
spaces in a modern, urban re-run of the Enclo-
sure Acts* – subject to conditions of entry that
ban free choice, such as; eating your own home
made food or taking a photograph. Not consum-
ing is seen as suspicious. In effect ‘citizens’ (who
were really ‘subjects’) become ‘consumers’. The
cameras are there to protect stock and keep an
eye on the kind of people who might tarnish the

‘shopping experience’ not as the public thinks, to
prevent violence against the person. 

Once this exclusion and control was only seen in
enclosed shopping malls, but the redevelopment
of areas such as Canary Wharf in London, Spin-
ingfields in Manchester and Paradise Street in
Liverpool, has included giving parts of cities over
to commercial companies to create “malls with-
out walls” where private security guards confuse
rules with laws. This has been described as

“sleepwalking into a privatisation of the public
realm”1 just as we have “sleepwalked into a sur-
veillance society”, according to Richard Thomas,
the government’s Information Commissioner.2

Much of what used to be the business of govern-
ment has been given to private business.

One of the fears about the surveillance society is
that private companies will use information, not
just to sell you things as we have seen in retail,
but how DNA data for example, might be used
to refuse insurance to people with a genetic pre-
disposition to certain diseases. The state has a
poor record on keeping sensitive information se-
cure. Again and again, laptops, memory sticks
and discs have been lost. The private sector’s
record is just as inept. 

Watching you, watching me
The acceptance of surveillance is to some extent
based on the assumption that if you are doing
nothing wrong, you have nothing to fear. Jim Bat-
tle a Manchester councilor said in the Manches-
ter Evening News, “the cameras are there to look
after people, not look at them.”3

There is an assumption that the watching is
being done by ‘officials or professionals’, rather
than low paid, undervalued, security guards em-
ployed by the company that runs all the car parks
because they tendered the cheapest bid. It is ac-
tually private companies and individuals who op-
erate the vast majority of CCTV in the UK.
According to ‘CameraWatch’, an independent ad-
visory body, as many as 90% of the cameras may
be breaking the Information Commissioner’s
code of practice. 

Of concern, is the amount of supposedly private
footage available on the internet. It is ironic that
that one of the earliest uses of mobile CCTV
equipment by the police was in the so-called

‘hoolie-vans’ of the 1980s. These vehicles filmed
people involved in football related violence to get
evidence to secure convictions. Today, hooligans
can buy their own ‘evidence’ from eBay:

“CCTV Football Violence Volume 6: CCTV and
police footage of rival firms going toe-to-toe
caught on camera”.
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* Laws passed in the 18th Century, which took common land which ordinary people had been able to farm and ‘enclosed’ it for the exclusive use of existing landowners.

two | The privatisation of the public space

what you do in private

BBC Manchester building. 
Where will footage end up?

6Mobile CCTV system used to patrol
a former council estate

5

6Neighbourhood watch?



The advertisement listed the teams involved and
promised “excellent viewing”.4

If it’s not violence you’re after there’s always sex.
One clip, available for download, promised:

“CCTV tart caught behind a North of England
nightclub,”5 causing one person with a scholarly
interest in surveillance studies to comment:

“Man, I have downloaded all your previous
and it was so good. How many tapes do you
have? Please upload all of them. Thanks for
sharing.” 

CCTV footage of this type has inspired a sub-
genre of voyeuristic pornography. Sites such as
www.securitycamsfuck.com, offer fake footage
that purports to have been caught by cameras on
stairwells, in garages, or in the office. The risk of
real footage obtained ostensibly for ‘your security
and safety’ being put to more prurient use is
likely to increase. As systems move from ana-
logue tape to digital and from being hard wired
to wireless, so does the ease with which people
can hack into systems and literally see what the
cameras are seeing. Anyone who has ‘borrowed’
a neighbours open wireless broadband connec-
tion, or checked e-mails in a coffee shop, can see
how unsecured networks make this easy. 

It’s not just private householders who appreciate
the ease of installation that wireless offers. Coun-
cils and police alike, appreciate the operational
flexibility of mobile wireless cameras. Being able
to run cameras over the internet lets people
check on their home whilst away, but it also gives
people the ability to watch thousands of unse-
cured CCTV feeds from locations all over the
world, unbeknown to those running the cameras
or those being observed by them.6

As well as the risk of footage being obtained by
those for whom it was not intended, CCTV is just
part of a whole industry that lets people spy on

each other – an industry that has spawned mag-
azines and chains of shops where you can buy a
camera hidden in a bedside alarm that will wake
up your ‘target’ and beam both images and
sound to a receiver up to 80 metres away.7 It’s a
good job, the offence of voyeurism was outlawed
in the Sexual Offences Act 2003.

We know where you live
Even when public bodies control it, there have
been instances of operators abusing the equip-
ment. In 2006, two staff from Sefton Council in
Merseyside were jailed for pointing a street cam-
era into a woman’s flat. Such incidents although
rare, undermine the public’s acceptance of sur-
veillance. Two women were charged with outrag-
ing public decency for exposing their breasts to
a camera on Worthing seafront in what might be
described as a tit-for-tat incident.8

Public bodies have been accused of using tech-
nology and laws that purport to exist for the pre-
vention of serious crime, to snoop on minor
matters such as bins being put out on the wrong
day, littering or dog fouling. A Freedom of Infor-
mation Act request, made by The Telegraph,
found councils using the Regulation of Investiga-
tory Powers Act, introduced to allow surveillance
of terrorist suspects, to track paperboys on their
rounds. The Telegraph’s headline, “Half of Coun-
cils Use Anti-Terror Laws to Spy on Public,”9 was
regurgitated as “The Dustbin Stasi”* by the Mail. 

The police too are using technology for what
might be seen as trivial matters. A covert camera
was fitted in the kitchen of a Brighton police sta-
tion to catch the culprits who were leaving the
newly decorated kitchen untidy.10 Although most
of the media’s coverage of CCTV is positive, since
the election of a Labour government in 1997,
CCTV has featured in a series of Big Brother’,

‘snooping’ by ‘petty bureaucrats’ type stories in
the press.
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* The East German Secret Police

Does being watched reassure or remind
you of crime?

The ‘Dustbin Stasi’ are out to get you

5

6

footage being put to more prurient use

“ ”



Those who champion the effectiveness of
CCTV claim a deterrent effect; those who
might commit a crime see the cameras and

think again. Some research has indeed noted 
a displacement effect; most types of crime do 
not actually go down, but just move to areas  
which are not watched by security cameras.1

Other research claims serious law-breakers ig-
nore the cameras anyway, knowing they are often
not being watched or not caring if they are. Yet
more research says a lot of people didn’t notice
the cameras, so the deterrent effect would not
have worked anyway. In one case CCTV actually
incited an offense and proved how we seem to
have developed a combination of exhibitionism
and voyeurism. A private CCTV camera was in-
stalled to get evidence of a Lincolnshire couple’s
anti-social behaviour. They obliged by simulating
a sex act. They got a restraining order. 

The ‘threat’ that someone may be watching,
harks back to the ‘panopticon’ of philosopher Je-
remy Bentham. Put forward in a publication of
1787, the panopticon (which means ‘all seeing’)
was a design for a circular prison layout with a
central observation post. Here, one guard could
watch any cell whilst remaining unobserved. The
prisoner had no way of knowing when he was ac-
tually being watched, so had to assume he was
being watched all the time and behave accord-
ingly. An idea not lost on George Orwell in 1984. 

Bentham’s design saved on staff – something
that has not been lost on the advocates of CCTV.
In the frontispiece to the work, Bentham said his
design was, “applicable to any sort of establish-
ment in which persons of any description are to
be kept under inspection”. It is unlikely he was
referring specifically to shopping centres. 
Famously, Bentham’s stuffed body is displayed in
a glass case in the hallway of University College,
London. Infamously his head was once stolen;
perhaps they should have installed CCTV.

A perennial problem with CCTV has been that the
cameras have been pointing the wrong way. The
Cooperative Insurance Society has a complex of
office buildings in the centre of Manchester and
a big CCTV system to watch them. As part of my
photography project, I wandered around photo-
graphing some of the cameras. Not surprisingly
a security guard came out and “questioned my
intentions”. He also told me how the Co-op
owned a lot of the land in central Manchester, 
so it wasn’t public – he wasn’t sure when I asked
if they also owned the roads and pavement. As a
bit of background research, I wrote and asked 
for the CCTV footage of our encounter, only to be
told (and I do actually believe them) that none 
of the many Co-op cameras had actually caught
me that day.2

It’s behind you: No one’s watching
Another problem occurs when no one has been
watching the action, or the tape has run out. Dig-
ital recording has largely solved the problem of
no tape and made it easier to search through
hours of footage to find the good bits, but there
will be fewer people to watch them. Councils,
who used government grants to install the sys-
tems, find running them a burden on council
taxes. This has lead to job cuts for the operators.
The Daily Mail reported: “Dorset Police resorted
to advertising for unpaid civilian volunteers to
monitor CCTV footage.”3
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you like to watch, don’t you?

5CCTV may be everywhere, but it is not omnipotent

Pub in Salford; CCTV has the effect
of excluding certain groups or
moving crime along.

5
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Worcester City Council found the £140,000 cost
of watching its 63 cameras too much. The leader
of the council hoped the police might take over,
but they had their own budget problems. One
suggestion made to the local newspaper web site
wondered if the council could sell footage to

“Britain’s-Best-Night-Time Police-Chase-Violent-
Cops-on-the-Box.”4

What the future looked like 
Advances in technology may yet solve the prob-
lem of the camera pointing the wrong way.
Smaller ‘dome’ cameras, which can quickly move
around 360°, have replaced many of the old style
street cameras. 

Their design makes it difficult to see which way
they are pointing (back to the panopticon) but by
looking just like streetlights, they apparently lose
some of their ‘deterrent’ effect. Lenses with ex-
tremely wide angles of view, can cover wide areas
from one position. 

Even more effective may be the advances in soft-
ware that automate surveillance by alerting oper-
ators to ‘unusual’ behaviour and so avoid the
whims and prejudices of bored operators and re-
places them with the whims and prejudices of
software designers.

The Home Office’s ‘National CCTV Strategy’ 
published in October 2007, looks forward to
CCTV and information technology converging to
produce: 

“Systems [which are] capable of automated
picture analysis, person identification and 
behavioural analysis”.

However, some advances such as the Facial
Recognition National Database (FIND) have
been scrapped because the technology doesn’t
yet work. 

A quote:

“For those who promote CCTV as the panacea
to the crime and disorder on our city streets
and for those who warn of the spectre of the
dystopian surveillance state, there is a com-
mon assumption: CCTV actually produces
the effects claimed for it… In this way, both
share a tendency towards technological de-
terminism: an unquestioning belief in the
power of technology, whether benign or
malevolent.”5

In other words, both supporters and critics of
CCTV get carried away with the technology and
don’t see that sometimes it doesn’t do what the
people selling the system say it does. Sometimes
things just don’t turn out the way you expect
them to. People seem hell bent on using any new
technological advance to waste time at work,
look at pictures of naked people, cop off with old
school friends or buy stuff they didn’t know they
wanted and certainly never needed. 

5Who gets watched often depends on the whims of the operators

5Letter replying to a request for CCTV footage

5I’m on the bus

6Car parks are one place that CCTV  
seems able to cut crime
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No one pushes new technology more than the
security forces who want new toys, the manufac-
turers who want new business and New Labour
who want god knows what. Tony Blair and Gor-
don Brown’s governments are as full of contra-
dictions as the electorate. They promised an end
to the spin of the previous Conservative admin-
istrations and then set off a vortex of their own.
They introduced a Freedom of Information Act;
yet want to collect more personal information
than ever, with ID cards, biometrics, DNA data-
bases, logging of phone calls, data mining and,
of course, CCTV.

Following IRA attacks on targets in the City of
London in the early 1990s, CCTV was deployed
as part of a ‘ring of steel’ (aka ‘iron arse’) around
the City. Automatic Number Plate Recognition
systems were installed, but rather than tracking
suspected terrorists, the technology has had
most success tracking cars in and out of the con-
gestion-charging zone. However, for no particu-
lar reason other than ‘it can be done, so it shall
be done’, registration numbers are routinely
recorded and the data stored for two years. So,
the state is recording the movements of your car.
If facial recognition technology is perfected, it is
almost certain you will be routinely identified and
recorded as you go about your law-abiding life.

CCTV operators are on the look out for ‘suspi-
cious’ behaviour. They obviously want to pre-
empt any crime, so they follow people who
haven’t actually done anything wrong, but might.
Research suggests a lot of the decisions about
who warrants a second look are based on dress,
race, age, class, and membership of certain sub-
cultures. Operators, asked to explain their
choices, put it down to ‘experience’ or a ‘sixth
sense’ or “they were wearing a baseball cap”. 
Empirical observation of control rooms also sug-
gests the safety and security of attractive women
is also keenly monitored.6

5Police mobile crime prevention sign flashing messages to shoppers

5Registration numbers are routinely  
kept for two years.

5The state is watching graffiti on a TV License billboard

“ ”
they promised an end to spin and then set off a vortex



The general public seems broadly in favour
of CCTV, although a Home Office, report on
crime reduction, says this is based on: 

“…limited, and partly inaccurate knowledge of
the functions and capabilities of CCTV 
systems in public places”.1

Richard Brunstrom, Chief Constable of North
Wales wrote on his blog in an entry about dog
dirt that: “…our citizenry is very comfortable 
with today’s surveillance society; CCTV 
makes people (including me) feel safer”. 
He goes on to describe: “the clamour for more
cameras, and the active surveillance which logi-
cally follows is “deafening.”2

At the same time as supporting CCTV, and with-
out seeing any contradiction, people say they are
opposed to the growth of the surveillance society. 
In September 2007 a YouGov poll commissioned
by Liberty showed:

“54% of those questioned did not trust gov-
ernment and other public sector authorities
to keep their personal information com-
pletely confidential. 48% think that these au-
thorities hold too much of their personal
information and 57% think that the UK has
become a surveillance society.”3

Rightly or wrongly CCTV has become linked with
an erosion of civil liberties. Opposition comes
from people with very different political views and
agendas. Sir Ken Macdonald QC, the former 
Director of Public Prosecutions decried the:

“Paranoiac paraphernalia of national data-
bases, identity cards and all the other liberty-
sapping addictions of the Home Office.”4

David Davis, the right wing Conservative Shadow
Home Secretary resigned as an MP and forced a
by-election which he contested on a platform

against “government infringements of personal
liberty” including a DNA database and “excessive
CCTV cameras”.

This perceived link between CCTV and the ‘sur-
veillance society’ is understood by operators to
be a problem. Keeping the taxpayers onside is
vital; schemes are expensive to set up and run
and there are other options that might be as ef-
fective, such as better street lighting or more po-
lice on the beat. Many operators advertise their
adherence to codes of conduct and warning
signs should stipulate the purpose of the system
such as “crime prevention” etc. Primark say their
scheme is to “protect customers safety” presum-
ably from crimes against fashion. Wilkinson’s say
their CCTV scheme is for “customers comfort
and safety”. I have yet to see a shop that says, “we
want to see if we can get you to buy more”.Data
protection legislation implies that people can see
what the cameras see of them, though in practice,
cameras seem to miss more than they catch, par-
ticularly outside the carefully controlled corral of
the supermarket.

Keep your distance
Some organisations actively distance themselves
from the more controversial security or enforce-
ment side of surveillance. The Highways Agency
saw letting documentary makers and photogra-
phers in as a way of being open and accountable.
They were at pains to point out that the cameras
they operate on motorways are for traffic 
management; they do not operate any speed
cameras.5

Critics of speed cameras say they are more about
raising revenue through speeding fines than im-
proving road safety. If speed cameras are the bas-
tard cousins of CCTV, then their ugly sisters are
the Automatic Number Plate Recognition Sys-
tems and the congestion charging they facilitate.
Much of the opposition to Britain’s surveillance 
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four | Opposition to CCTV

i predict a riot

Banksy mural, London

Stencil seen on base of CCTV camera

5

6



society seems to be driven by right-wing, free
market, libertarian car drivers, who whilst broad-
casting their position to the Pentagon with their
sat-navs, take direct action against the apparatus
of the surveillance state (well, Captain Gatso*
vandalises the bits that might automatically send
him a speeding fine). 

The opposition to CCTV is so broad it includes
some unlikely bedfellows. Bizarrely the racist
British National Party have warned that Britain is
becoming a ‘liberal-fascist state’. Presumably the
members of the master race are only objecting
to the liberal bit.

In Britain, following Labour’s adoption of Con-
servative free market policies, the collapse of the
Soviet Union and disillusionment of Stalinist
communist parties, the left has to a great extent
moved away from party politics and focused on
single or campaigning issues. The surveillance
society has plenty to keep an eye on; with No2ID
(stop the database state), Statewatch (watching
the state and civil liberties in Europe), SpyBlog

(watching them, watching you) and so on. The
left too, warn of a fascist state (presumably with-
out the liberal bit the BNP are worried about)
being constructed whilst we (and the cameras)
watch. Those of a more practical than theoretical
persuasion, can join the discussion on one anar-
chist forum and debate the relative merits of
lasers and paint filled water pistols for dealing
with CCTV cameras.6

Even the Liberal Democrats are coming off the
(barbed wire) fence. Liberal leader Nick Clegg at
Prime Minister’s Questions decried “…this Gov-
ernment who turned the British public into the
most spied upon on the planet”. Prime Minister
Gordon Brown wanted reassuring. “I take it that
the right honorable gentleman and the Liberal
authorities support CCTV?” he asked.7

An honourable mention for sound bites might be
made for Liberal Democrat home affairs
spokesman Chris Huhne, who asked advocates
of surveillance to remember that “1984 was a
warning, not a blueprint.”8

On the street: CCTV in popular culture
CCTV is the hoody of the security industry. CCTV
has become part of our culture. It is as much part
of what councils call the ‘street scene’ as the
lamp posts the cameras hang from, and has be-
come a lot more common than red phone boxes. 

CCTV is a shorthand for the edgy and urban.
Fashion brands such as Puma and Full Circle
have used the camera icons  as patterns on their
clothing. Manchester street wear label Bench ran
a whole advertising campaign in 2008 called

‘CCTV Generation’. Luxury label Louis Vuitton had
window displays featuring dozens of silver plated
CCTV cameras zooming in on one of their expen-
sive, leather bags. It was unclear if this repre-
sented protection or envy towards the chattels of
the rich. 
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* Pseudonym of a member(s) of the ‘Motorists Against Detection’ group, who favour direct action against speed cameras. 

5Home made poster seen on an empty video shop in Manchester

Speed camera and British flags

Brands recognise how ingrained
surveillance is in popular culture

5

6

   
“ ”

award for soundbites goes to: 1984 was a warning, not a blueprint
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In 2008 graffiti artist Banksy produced a giant
mural on the side of a postal sorting office in
London proclaiming “One Nation Under CCTV”.
His work has featured cameras before.

Rock band Hard-Fi titled their 2005 album ‘Stars
of CCTV’, the title track included the lines:

“And every move that I make,
Gets recorded to tape,
So somebody up there,
Can keep me safe”.

And Manchester band ‘The Get Out Clause’ pro-
moted their song ‘Paper’ with a video apparently
made by putting together footage they claimed
was obtained from CCTV cameras using the data
protection laws. 

Even Prince Charles’ charity The Prince’s Trust,
has got in on the act with a grainy, monochrome
poster of a camera and the line “Surely this isn’t
the only attention young people deserve”. 

Shocking and cheap
And then there’s reality TV. Channel 5’s ‘CCTV
Cities’ promised, “shocking [and cheap] footage
showing how UK towns have become nightly bat-
tlegrounds for drunks and hooligans.”9 Readers
and viewers love crime and ours is a very visual
age, so surveillance footage is a welcome way to
fill the pages and news schedules at no cost. 

CCTV footage has made it to the big screen with
fact, in ‘Every Step You Take’, a 65 minute docu-
mentary about CCTV in Britain by the German
film maker Nino Leitner, and with fiction in ‘Red
Road’ an award winning film by Andrea Arnold
about a Glasgow CCTV operator who sees on the
screens “a man she never wanted to see again”.

You can start them young with a Matchbox police
video surveillance van, or get a toy CCTV camera
(not to be confused with dummy cameras).
These are ideal for the teenager who wants to
protect their bedroom from prying parents. One
model can detect motion and ‘speak’ – phrases
such as “intruder alert!” and “Leave the room im-
mediately!” 

Back in the real world, CCTV has found its’ voice.
Controllers in Middlesborogh can tell people to
pick up litter through loudspeakers attached to
cameras. A competition was even announced
where school children could record messages to
become the ‘voice’ of the cameras. No one has
yet seized the opportunity to develop this into a
paedophile entrapment initiative. It should come
as no surprise that listening cameras have joined
the talking cameras. 

Gordon Brown’s Labour government tried to ini-
tiate a national debate about national identity
(local identity having been lost under an identikit
high street) and invited people to submit ideas
for mottos and new symbols of modern Britain.
One possible motto suggested was “Dipso, Fatso,
Bingo, Asbo, Tesco.” In the same vein, people
would surely find a CCTV camera a recognizable
symbol of Britishness.

“ ”
CCTV is a shorthand for the edgy and urban 

5Toy security camera

6Toy speed camera

5As recognisably British as fish and chips
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If people are willing to accept being pho-
tographed by CCTV, they are less sanguine
about being photographed by other members

of the public. Despite virtually everyone having a
camera in their phone, the millions and millions
of pictures posted on photo-sharing sites such
as Flickr and the rise of citizen journalism, public
opinion becomes ever more contradictory and
treats other people taking photographs with sus-
picion. 

If the public equates photographers with pae-
dophillia, people in uniform equate photogra-
phers with terrorism. This is made explicit in a
poster campaign on the London Underground:

“Thousands of people take photos every day.
What if one of them seems odd? Terrorists
use surveillance to help plan attacks, taking
photos and making notes about security
measures like the location of CCTV cameras.
If you see someone doing that, we need to
know. Let experienced officers decide what
action to take”.

Within a few days satirical versions were posted
on Flickr. One read:

“Thousands of police officers do an excellent
job every day. What if one of them is an 
ignorant, authoritarian twat?”

However, the police themselves are keener than
ever on capturing those candid moments. Virtu-
ally every demonstration is filmed and pho-
tographed by police ‘Evidence Gatherers’, who do
their gathering where no crime or offence has
been committed. When the gatherers fail to get
their man, police have confiscated press photog-
raphers’ memory cards to identify people – mark-
ing journalists agents of the police in the eyes of
protestors. 

More worryingly, journalists have reported being
targeted by police ‘Forward Intelligence Teams’
apparently out to intimidate them and prevent
them reporting – their details added to records
kept on protesters.1 Some photographers re-
sponded by taking photographs of the police

five | Photographers and security

photo opportunity

5Shop security guard, he said CCTV made him feel safer, people were less likely to be abusive if they knew they were ‘on camera’ 
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photographers, taking photographs of them.
They can photograph us, but we can’t photo-
graph them. The Counter-Terrorism Act 2008
made it an offence to take photographs of police
officers in case a terrorist found them useful. The
police record on sensible use of such laws is criminal.
When a bystander died after being assaulted by police
during the London G20 protests in April 2009, it was
people breaking the law by filming police that dis-
proved  their assertion they hadn’t touched the man.

Solicitor Mike Schwartz speaking at the National
Union of Journalists’ first Photographers’ Confer-
ence in 2007 said: 

“The police are arresting journalists, seizing
their equipment, treating them as suspects,
looking at their photographs, taking copies,
perhaps returning them to them, taking no
further action often (but not always) and
they’ve got, straight away, what they want.” 

Out to make mischief
The conference included representatives from
the police. Commander Robert Broadhurst com-
plained of protestors who: 

“Bring their own photographers in the same
way that they bring their own lawyers[?]. Our
guys and girls cannot differentiate between
those people who are out to make mischief,
and those genuinely there to take pictures.”2

It’s not just protesters and the press. In 2007 am-
ateur photographer Phil Smith was stopped from
taking photographs of the switching on of the
Christmas lights outside Ipswich Town Hall. Suf-
folk Police admitted one of their officers was

‘overzealous’ for stopping Mr. Smith picturing the
arrival of Postman Pat and Cinderella because he
didn’t have a (quote) “licence to use his camera.”3

And to be fair, it’s not just the police. Community
Support Officers, private security guards and

even ordinary members of the public challenge
the right of photographers, be they professional
or amateur, to take photographs out in public. 
Web forums4 recount ridiculous encounters be-
tween photographers and uniform wearing bored
people. I was thrown out of Manchester’s Arn-
dale Shopping Centre after taking a photograph

of a McDonald’s logo. The security guard, with-
out any irony, cited “prevention of terrorism.”5

One would have hoped for a better understand-
ing of terrorist modus operandi, given that an
IRA bomb had damaged the centre in 1996. Inci-
dentally the explosion was recorded on CCTV.

Things have got so bad that Austin Mitchell,
Labour MP for Grimsby and a keen amateur pho-
tographer, tabled an Early Day Motion in the
House of Commons which:

“Deplores the apparent increase in the num-
ber of reported incidents in which police, 
Police Community Support Officers or war-
dens attempt to stop street photography, and
order the deletion of photographs or the con-
fiscation of cards, cameras or film on various
specious grounds such as claims that some
public buildings are strategic or sensitive,
that children and adults can only be pho-
tographed with their written permission, that
photographs of police and PCSOs are illegal,
or that photographs may be used by terrorists.”6

5Police camera club, anti-Iraq war march, Manchester 2006

the police record on the sensible use of such laws is criminal

“ ”

Looking out for photographers 

2008 Labour Party Conference

Metrolink camera and lamp post

5

5
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Buoyed on by support for photographers coming
from the Labour Party, if not the Labour govern-
ment, I decided, as they were holding their 2008
conference in my home town of Manchester, 
to go and take some photographs. Within a cou-
ple of minutes I had been stopped. The police of-
ficer asked me what I was doing. So I told him…
at length… I invited him to accompany me to my
exhibition, which was being shown at the rival
Convention of the Left. He declined, but did say
the police on the ground had been told to ques-
tion anyone taking photos, and if I carried on I’d
probably get stopped again. He wasn’t wrong – I
was stopped three more times in 400 yards. For
a memento I had asked him for a ‘Stop and
Search Form’. I was delighted to read on the form
I was described as of “medium build” with “short
hair” rather than the fat and bald disguise I usu-
ally wear in public. Earlier that day a visitor had
been stopped and police had tried deleting the
video footage she had taken. Luckily the police
were as baffled by the controls on digital video
cameras as the rest of us and were unable to ruin
her holiday movie.

As we have seen, the Counter-Terrorism Act 2008,
makes Austin Mitchell’s point about photograph-
ing police not being illegal no longer true. How-
ever, even the burliest police officer might baulk
at confiscating documentary filmmaker Rob
Spence’s camera. According to the Associated
Press, the one-eyed Canadian is having a tiny
video camera fitted to his prosthetic eye.7

Photographers are terrorists
Despite police advertising campaigns, most peo-
ple do not think photographers are terrorists. But
it’s something else that makes ordinary mem-
bers of the public object to having their photo
taken whilst out in public. It is not out of a sense
of privacy – their store loyalty card and Facebook
entry surrenders any idea of a private life, their
mobile phone broadcasts their location and they
accept the constant filming by CCTV. 

Following an incident where a member of the
public had tried to demand payment after a pho-
tograph was taken, Martin Jolly and Katherine
Giles, put forward the idea in the Australian pho-
tography journal ‘Photofile’: 

“As a result of the pervasiveness of celebrity
culture, if we are photographed in public we
instinctively tend to think slightly less like cit-
izens mingling in the public square, and
slightly more like celebrities caught out on
the town. We now carry our faces into public
more as our commodity, something we own,
something we have carefully grown, groomed
and cultivated, something we can always po-
tentially make money from. Within this logic
one’s features are less an interface, and more
a logo, a stamped unchangeable rebus of the
self, a trademark always potentially on the
verge of infringement.”8

their store loyalty card surrenders any idea of a private life

“ ”

Police Stop and Search form awarded
for taking pictures outside the 2008
Labour Party Conference

5

5Celebrity culture: Ready for their 15 minutes of fame



CCTV itself is neutral – it has its benign
uses: Helping traffic flow, ‘seeing’ where it
would be unsafe to send a person to look,

but these uses are not what supporters and crit-
ics are arguing about. 

Recent governments have a history of putting
spin over substance and offering bold initiatives
instead of real solutions. Even those who think a
loss of individual freedom is a price worth paying
for security, legitimately wonder if CCTV is the
panacea we are told it is. Politicians of all hues
like to be seen to be doing something, even when
the money might be better spent doing some-
thing else. Administrations have a history of
being talked into spending lots of money on
grand schemes from the Millennium Dome to
the Olympics. They have an equally bad record
with big technology based initiatives such as the
£20 billion National Health Service computer
system. Dodgy IT salesmen see them coming.

We are told that for our own safety, citizens must
be monitored, identified, classified. We are being
defined by our sympathies, movements and per-
ceived motives. These cameras have not caused
the problems our society faces, the cameras,
along with the databases and the ID cards, are a
response to problems that lack simple solutions.
These cameras cannot solve the problems, any
more than a documentary photographer can. 

The future doesn’t always turn out the way you
think it will. If ours is becoming a surveillance so-
ciety, it is probably more by accident than design.
Governments, unable to deliver on promises,
cast around for ways to persuade an ever more
cynical or disinterested population that their lot
is better than it would be with the other lot. 

Back to Big Brother’s
A lot of the apparatus a government needs to spy
on it’s people already exists or has been seriously
proposed. Critics from the left and the right use
George Orwell’s 1984 to characterise what is
going on. Big Brother’s telescreens have an ob-
vious resonance (especially for photographers)
when discussing CCTV. 

But a surveillance state needs more than just  
cameras. Big Brother controlled not just by know-
ing what people were doing on the street or in
their home, but by mollifying the people with gin,
giving them someone else to blame and crucially,
restricting their ability to critically think by delet-
ing words from the language – Newspeak or

‘dumbing down’ as it might be called today. 
Does any of this sound familiar?

To quote Ridley Scott’s Apple computer advert
which featured a Big Brotheresque character:

“1984 won’t be like 1984.”
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six | CCTV: Some sort of conclusion

what was that all about?

Public transport uses CCTV to reassure passengers that they will be 
protected from their fellow passengers

5Building a surveillance society?
5Actually it is a poster for a car sat-nav
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Back Cover: Metrolink (tram system) CCTV camera and electronic advertising hoarding, Picadilly Gardens, Manchester4



When no one was looking, 
we became the most 
watched country on earth

Reality TV is about CCTV in Britain. 
David Dunnico has documented this
aspect of the ‘surveillance society’
including the organisations which 
operate it, companies that sell it and
people who oppose it. 

The work coincided with the 60th
anniversary of George Orwell’s 
1984, and was undertaken against 
a backdrop of paranoia, where the 
police identified photographers as 
would-be terrorists and the public 
saw them as may-be paedophiles. 

The result is a timely polemic against 
the ‘hoodies’ of the surveillance 
world, which mixes graphic, 
urban images with humour 
and reaches a surprising conclusion 
that Big Brother probably isn’t 
watching (but your supermarket 
definitely is).

As this project went on, 
photographs were posted to 
a special flickr stream: 

www.flickr.com/photos/ddtv

See the short film at:

www.vimeo.com/daviddunnico

See more of David Dunnico’s work
at his website:

www.dunni.co.uk

Or see what he’s up to on his blog:

www.daviddunnico.wordpress.com


